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NOTE 
TURING MACHINES WITH LINEAR ALTERNATION, 
THEORIES OF BOUNDED CONCATENATION AND THE 
DECISION PROBLEM OF FIRST ORDER THEORIES 
Hugo VOLGER 
Mdxwatisclzes Institu, Universitd Tiibirrgen, D-7400 Tiihingen, Fed. Rep. Germnn~ 
Abstract. L. Berman [l] has proved completeness results for the theories Th(R, +, 0) and 
Th(N, +, 0) in time classes with linear alternation. These results exemplify the following 
phenomenon: A lower bound result of NTIME(t(n )) and a!: upper bound result of DSPACE( f (n )) 
for the decision problem of a first order theory T are likely to yield a completeness result for 
the intermediate class with linear alternation LATIME(t(rz )) (=STA(-, r(n ), n j ir: the notation 
of Berman [l]). 
We shall prove that the theory BCT(2*/t(n )) of t-bounded concatenation is complete in 
the class iATIME(t(O(n))), whenever t satisfies: t(l)32 and t(ml +mz)*ff(n;1) - t(mz) for 
m i, rn7 > G. This yields a sequence of theories which are comnlete in the classes of the intermediate 
hierarchy of elementary recursivt sets based on time classes with linear alternation. In particular, 
we shall show that the theory Th(2*, ro, rl 1 of the binary tree is complete in LATIME(2”‘“‘). 
Two further examples will be provided. 
1. Time classes with linear aiternation and the intermediate hierarchy 
Chandra and Stockmeyer [4] resp. Kozen [ll] have extended the concept of 
nondeterministic Turing machines to alternating Turing machines. An alternating 
Turing machine (= ATM) 1M is a nondeterministic Turing machine with two disjoint 
sets of states, existential and universal states, and a distinguished accepting state. 
An input w is accepted by iW (i.e. w E L(M)), if there exists a finite accepti:Ig 
computation tree of M for W. For a definition of this notion the reader is referred 
to Berman [l] or Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer [5]. A language L belongs to 
the time chss with linear alternation LATIME(t(n)) (=STA(-, t(rz J, n) in the 
notation of Berman [l]), if L is accepted by an ATM A4 which on inputs of length 
IZ makes at most t(n) steps and involves at most n alternations. For a precise 
definition the reader is again referred to [ 11 or [5]. 
It follows from results in 
LATIME(t (n )) slits between 
for all n : 
Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer [5] that the class 
the corresponding time and space classes if t(rz ) 3 tz 
NTIME(t(n)) c LATIME(t(n)) E DSPACE(t(n 1). 
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Jt is well known that the class I2 of elementary recursive sets can be obtained as 
the union of the following hierarchies: 
E = u NTIME(ek (O(rz ))) = U DSPKWC ; (Oh >)>, 
k k 
where e&z) =2” and ek+l(n) =2 
ek( II) 
. Thus we obtain the intermediate hierarchy for 
E as follows: 
E = v EATIME(ek (O(n))). 
The time classes with linear alternation a:-e very useful in classifying the com- 
plexity of the decision problem of first order theories for two reasons. Alternation 
is closely related to quantification and pl-i Ipositional operations, and a s.entence of 
length IZ contains at most n quantifiers and propositional operations. For the first 
time this was observed by Berman [l] who proved that the theory Th(R, +, 0) of 
real addition and the Presburger Arithmetic Th(iV, +, 0) are complete in 
LATIME(el (O(n ))) resp. LATIME(ez(O(n ))) w.r.t. polynomial time reductions. 
Other examples can be found in Kozen [ 121. These observations may be summarized 
as follows: 
(*I) A proof of a lower bound of NTIME( t(n)) and a proof of an upper bound 
of DSPACE(t(n J) for the decision problem of a first order theory T, when examined, 
are likely to yield a proof of a completeness result for LATIME(t(rz )). 
2. Theories of bounded concatenation 
Computations of Turing machines may be represented as concatenation of words 
which represent configurations of the Turing machine. Therefore in 1975 AR. 
,Cleyer introd:lced the theories of bounded concatenation as a uniform method for 
proving lowe,; bounds for the complexity of first order theories (cf. Fleischmann, 
S?Iahr and Siefkes 119, IO]; Bruss and Meyer [3]). 
Let Con resp. Conk be the concatenation relation on Z* resp. 5’ ’ for a finite 
dphahet 5. The full concatenation theory 2T(S*) = Th(S*, Con, (n: a E 9) is 
untftlcidable (cf. [IO]). However-, the r-horrrttkcd concrzttwatiotz tlwory 
HCT~t‘*, firz )I -= Th!S”, (Con,,,,,: II E ,V ), (a : CI E ,V j) is decidable whenever t : N + N 
is computable. There is a uniform polynomial time reduction to BCT(X” 1 f(rr 1) for 
each theory Th(X ‘, Con,,n ,, (N: 17 ED). It should be noted that the predicate c,, 
(ts*r:Gated with the relation Con,,,, , contains the parameter II in unary notation! 
A<* a variant of BCT(,‘“’ lt(n 1) we consider the theory BCT,(S*/ t(rz !), where the 
rcl~ttion C’on,~,,, , replaces Con (,,, and Con; is defined as follows: !rl, c. H*) E Con; iff 
(II. !. w I F C’on znd i it.! - k. Adding the equal length relation El we obtain the 
fhc.clric\ I3i’I“ ‘IL” tttl I I arid B<.Tf”r,?‘” i t(rl 11. Using the obvious polynomial time 
reductions we get: 
BCT(C* / t(n )) s,BCT,(Z’* 1 t(n )) s,BCTf;‘(,‘* 1 [(II )I, 
BCT(E* 1 t(n)) sp BCT”‘(Z* 1 t(rz )) ipBCTt_‘(E’ j t(n )). 
(11 
The theorem below shows that the theories of bounded concatenation can be 
used to measure the complexity of first order theories by means of syntactic 
reductions. In particular these theories constitute a set of examples for the observa- 
tion (*). 
Theorem 1. Tlze tfzeories BCT(2* 1 Urz )f, RCT&2* / t(rl 11, W-T”‘~?? i WI 1) 
and BCT!?2* 1 t(r~ H are conzplete itz LATIMU r(O( tz I 1) w.r.t. pdytrtwinl 
time redrrctiotzs, \\*fzetze?. *r t satisfies : t (32 1 + ttl~ 1 -7 t (t?i 1 1 - t it?1 2 1 for t71 , 171 Y ’ 0 drrd 
f( I) ‘7 2. 
This improves the lower boundof NTIME(t(tz 1) for BC? t2* j t(tz )) in Fleischmann, 
Mahr and Siefkes [lo]. As a corollary we obtain a sequence of theories which are 
complete in the classes of the intermediate hierarchy of E defined above. 
In particular, we are able to improve the results in Ferrante and Rackoff [7] on 
the theory Th(2”, r,), rlr El), where r (), rl are the successor operations otl 2*. 
Corollary 3. The tfzeories Th( 2*, ro, rl) md Th!2*, ro, t-1, El) me cmrtpktt) itz 
LATIME(L“)‘” I). 
Finally we present two further examples. Part (2) improves an upper bound of 
Michel [ 131. 
In this note we do not prove these results. But we shall give references and 
indicate how the proofs of the cited results can be modified to yield our results. 
App&ing the method of Berman [l] for describing ATM computations with 
linear alternation to the proof of the lower bound NTIME(t(tz J) in Fleischlnann, 
M;thr and Siefkes [lo], one is able to prove 
LA?‘IME(t(tz))c,BCT(2”l(t(tz)+2)~). (2, 
Replacing the bound 23’71t1L by t(3ttz + k ) in the proof of Ferrante I-ind Rackof [7] 
for the upper bound of DSPACE(2”““) for the theory Th(2*, ro, rl, El) one can 
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prove under the assumptions on t: 
BCT,E’(2* f t(n)) 5 LATIME(f(3n + 2)). (3) 
The combination of f 11, (2) and (3) yields the proof of Theorem 1. Corollary 2 
holds since the functions ek satisfy the conditions on t. To prove Corollary 3 one 
produces a reduction BCT(2* 12” ) +,Th(2*, ro, rl) and obtains a proof of 
Th(2*, ror rl, EI)E LATIME(2°“” ) from the proof in Ferrante and Rackoff [73 
mentioned above. 
The structure (P&V) , c, 8) resp. (N’, I, 1) is isomorphic to the countable weak 
direct power (2, <, 6) resp. l,G9 2,6) of (2, S, 0) resp. (N, G, 0). The method of 
Ferrante and Rackoff [7] for countable weak direct powers yields the upper bounds 
in Proposition 4. A result in Kozen [12] yields the lower bounds since one may verify: 
Thlfinite BA’s) ~~Th(i, 8,6) <p Th(fi, 2,6). 
A lemma of L’ook [2] yields the completeness results. 
3. Remarks and questi Bns 
‘l-he theories of bounded concatenation are closely related to the theories of 
addition and bounded multiplication (cf. [F3]), since the former can be reduced to 
!31c latter. 
The conditions on t imply t (rr ) 3 2” for all U. Therefore Theorem 1 cannot be 
appiicd to LAPTIME = uk LATIME(OOZ )), a subclass of APTlME = PSPACE 
by 151. However, QBF belongs to LATIME(n) (cf. [14]) and is thus even 
LAPTIME-complete. Moreover, it can be shown that the theory Th(2*, s:IcX) of 
the Icxicographical orcf::rizg - which might be called a weak concatenat;.on theory 
._ is l_APTIME-complete. The complexity of Th(2*, Y(), rl, +J, formv!ated as a 
qucshn in [6], remair!s open. Is the theory complete in any class LATIME(t(O(rz ))I? 
>?ore generalls _I? one might ask for a natural example of a structure A such that 
Thl;l ) is not complete in an!; class LATIME( t (O(u))). 
An extended version of this note will appear in [ 161. 
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